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Weekly Newsletter from 6 - 10 Jan 2020 

Very excited to launch “2020 Financial Prophecies” … 

  

Dear Members,  

I finished my book around three weeks ago and have 

been awaiting an auspicious time to release it. I 

chose Sunday, January 5th to make the 2020 

Financial Prophecies’ debut. As every book I have 

written, this one covers every detail of the financial 

market or any product you trade. The book has a 

monthly outlook for metals, global markets, 

currencies, energy, grains, soft commodities, bond, 

Crypto currency etc. There is also a small outlook on 

cryptocurrencies and the real estate market. 

In the currencies section, I try to cover around 20 currencies. In the indexes 

section, I covered most of Asia, Europe, North and South America, and briefly 

covered Africa and the Middle East. In metals, most of the precious and base 

metals were covered. Most of grains, softs, and many more.  

Before you receive this letter, the book will already be out to purchase. I highly 

recommend you to acquire a copy of this book because this is a very important 

time cycle of my predicting career. I believe this book will take you in the right 

direction. My final note: I do not want to put any price on this book because I 

Edition: 8303                6 Janaury 2020  
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feel it is priceless. However, since anything and everything needs a price, I 

decided to keep it at the same price as last year’s, at $399. I am sure that every 

penny you spend on this book will be a penny worth spending. I know it looks 

like me self-promoting at the moment; but why not? As a trader, I see this book 

has immense value for those reading it and applying the knowledge it provides. 

I humbly request you not to share any inside information of the book with 

anyone. Let other people, friends, family, co-workers, etc. buy their own 

copy. By doing this, you are not only supporting our work, but you are 

respecting the laws of nature and the integrity of our clientele.  

Last week, Soleimani was killed under President Trump’s order. He was the 

Iranian Major General of the IRGC. This wreaked havoc and created much panic 

in the markets on Friday. Investors started dumping stocks left and right. This 

fear has also pushed gold sharply higher, and big investors are looking for safe 

haven currencies such as USD and Japanese Yen.  

I have received many emails stating, “Mahendra, will this pave the way for 

WWIII?”. Many are saying that the global equity markets will collapse soon, and 

many others just wanted answers from me about the current geopolitical 

consequences of these events. My answer to you all is simple: this is a short-

term phenomenon. In 2020, the Middle Eastern uncertainty will dominate 

global headlines, but it still won’t be able to dominate the financial market. 30 

years ago, I predicted the Gulf War, and we are around the same type of Astro 

Cycle (which I also mentioned briefly in my book). Do not put much of your 

attention or focus on these events. In short, learn to live with uncertain 

situations in the Middle East for the next 30 months. 

2020 looks like a promising year for gold in patches. Equity markets such as 

China and India will perform very well. The USA market and many American 
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stocks still have the power to double from this point onward. I hope that you 

will enjoy my book, and once again, I wish you great luck and good fortune in 

2020.  

Watch the important support & resistance levels for this week (6th – 10th of 

January 2020):  

• Gold trading in the range of 1611/1548, Platinum $1017/968, and silver 

$18.87/17.53. 

• New Palladium’s astro resistance will be at $1957 and $2125, on lower 

side major support at $1645; Copper will struggle to close above $288, 

and lower side $273 level is support level.   

• S&P’s held 3189 level, so now first astro support is at 3248 and 3289. 

• Oil closing above $61.28, will push toward $65.38 and astro support is at 

$57.75.    

• Gas’s new level will be from $2.03 to $2.19; close above these levels will 

give birth to new directions trend.  

• Bond achieved 161-00, on lower sides 154-00 is possible.  

• Dollar Index will be struggled 97.18 level so keep this in mind and on 

lower side 96.18 level will be key support. Pound higher side 1.3278 and 

lower side 1.2789 will be key level. Aggressive selling is recommended in 

Euro around 1.1288 level.  

• Stay long emerging market currencies, sell Dollar once again against Rand 

15.35, Peso at around 19.69, Rupee at 72.37, and Real at $4.26. Real, 

peso and Rupee has power to move further higher.  

• Orange Juice held a strong astro support level at $95.65, next important 

astro resistance will be $137.35, Sugar’s $11.37 support and $13.68 is 

astro resistance level. Cotton has support at $63.08 and $69.75 strong 

resistance level, cocoa support level $2125 and selling $2698. Coffee 

support at $119.00 and $137.00 astro resistance.  

• Wheat $501, corn at $368 and Soy $863 will be great buy. Higher side 

book profit in wheat at $575, corn $423 and soy at $975.  
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Here is this week’s newsletter from the 6th to the 10th of January: 

GOLD/SILVER/BASE METALS 

Last week, gold performed amazingly well, 

especially once the Soleimani news broke out. 

Gold headed toward last year’s high. Silver, 

platinum, and palladium prices also moved 

higher; in fact, palladium went toward last 

year’s high once again, but the rest of the base metals came down.  

This week, the Astro combinations aren’t very encouraging for the short term. 

On Monday, we are recommending either profit booking or selling metal on the 

higher side if you are a short-term trader. This applies for base and precious 

metals.  

On Tuesday, the Astro combinations are mixed, so trading in and out will be the 

best strategy. One can sell positions on higher sider, and one can cover back 

positions on the lower side. 

On Wednesday, we see profit-booking coming back in precious metals as well 

as base metals. I highly recommend selling your positions if you are a day 

trader. 

On Thursday, some buying will come back on the lower side, so any sharp 

correction shall be taken as a buying opportunity in precious metals for the 

short term. 

On Friday, trading in and out will be the best strategy. Take some long positions 

on any sharp weakness, as precious metals may show a positive sign next week. 
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Overall, this week is very negative for base metals. Even though the current 

geopolitical situation is very uncertain and tense, I still won’t recommend 

buying any positions in precious metals; except, take some longs on Friday 

before the market closes. This is all due to the negative Astro combinations. 

Gold needs to close above 1,548 for five days to confirm 1,637. Silver will still 

struggle to close above 19.75 in the coming time, and in the short term, 18.37 

will be a crucial Astro resistance level. Platinum’s trend looks very positive this 

week, so I recommend buying platinum instead of silver. It is heading above 

1,000.  

I still hold my prediction of palladium being unable to close above 1,959 for 

more than 5 days with maximum target $2125.  

I recommend booking profits in mining stocks or ETFs during this week if you 

are a short-term trader.  

Monday astro combination recommendation – Monday higher side selling is 

recommended in precious and base metals. Close long in mining stocks and 

etfs.   

Monday’s trading range: (March 2020 future contract): 

GOLD: $1573.00 to $1547.20 (Spot ranges $1570.00 to $1545.00) 

SILVER: $18.25 TO $17.88 (Spot ranges $18.18 to $17.81) 

COPPER: $279.90 TO $273.00  

PALLADIUM: $1977.00 TO $1937.00 Closing below $1892 will be negative sign 

PLATINUM: $1001.00 TO $978.00 April 20 

 

 

INDEXES 
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Last week, global equity markets hit an all-

time high before it was hit by a storm on 

Friday. On Thursday evening Eastern time, 

when the USA drone strike on Baghdad killed 

Soleimani, markets took a sharp drop when 

the news became public. Finally, the market settled at a midway point during 

the normal trading hours.  

The USA market’s performance is the most crucial to guide global markets. I still 

do not see S&P going below 3,189— in my theory regarding Astro 

combinations— so keep this in mind. 3,248 and 3,289 are two short-term Astro 

resistance levels on the higher side. Keep these levels in mind as you take 

trading positions in indexes.  

Last week, emerging markets acted well, European markets traded stably, and 

South American markets also remained in positive directions. I strongly 

recommend taking long positions in YINN and INDL.  

This week, the Astro combinations are mixed for Monday, so trading in and out 

will be the best strategy. On Tuesday, we are recommending to take long 

positions in most of the markets.  

On Wednesday, we still recommend holding long positions, and buy longs on 

any news regarding the Middle East. On Thursday, markets will move 

aggressively higher, so stay long. 

On Friday, you must book profits on openings or around the higher side of the 

day (will be mentioned in the Daily Flash News) if you are a short-term trader 

because the closing could be negative. Some uncertainty is indicated during the 

weekend, so keep this in mind.  
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This week, I recommend buying positions in emerging, European, and USA 

markets. Tech, biotech, and financials will perform very well. Energy, mining, 

and energy stocks will lose value. 

Monday’s astro combination recommendation: Stay sideline or just trade in 

and out. Buying lower side is recommended on Monday with small positions.  

Monday’s trading ranges: (March 2020 Contracts) 

HONG KONG (cash) –27675 to 27335 

NIFTY S&P (Spot) – 12203 TO 12157 

NIKKEI – 23511 to 23005 

CAC – 6030 TO 5961 

DAX – 13271 TO 13106 

FTSE – 7557 TO 7455 

DEX EURO STOXX – 3770 – 3715 

DOW e-mini – 28755 TO 28421 

S&P e-mini – 3254.00 TO 3215.00  

NASDAQ 100 e-mini – 8847 TO 8711 

RUSSELL e-mini – 1672.00 TO 1645.00 

 

CURRENCIES 

Last week, there was a trend of volatility in the currency markets. Initially, USD 

dropped but regained its value during the last two trading sessions. This week, 

USD will regain value against frontline 

currencies, especially Euro, Swiss Franc, 

Australian Dollar, and Japanese Yen.  

This week, the best trade will be buying Indian 

Rupee; we still recommend holding longs in 
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Brazilian Real. Pound will trade mixed and will have a little bit of support at 

1.2978.  

Dollar Index will have a crucial Astro support level at 96.18, and 97.18 will be a 

crucial resistance level on the higher side. 

This Monday, I see a mixed trend in most of the currencies; there won’t be any 

clear direction, so trading in and out will be the best strategy. However, the 

best trade of Monday will still be buying Indian Rupee, which has been trading 

weaker, and it is very close to a huge turnaround point. On Tuesday, we see 

Dollar gaining value against Euro, Pound, Swiss Franc, and Japanese Yen. Dollar 

will lose value against emerging market currencies.  

On Wednesday, Dollar may lose some value, but the trading range will be very 

narrow. The best trade will be to buy emerging market currencies. On Thursday, 

we see a sharp drop in British Pound, so this will be a great selling opportunity 

on any rise. Also, Australian Dollar and Swiss Franc will drop on Thursday. Euro 

will trade mixed. 

On Friday, we recommend buying some positions in Japanese Yen and taking 

some longs in Dollar Index. Stay away from any buying in Pound, Australian 

Dollar, and Swiss Franc.  

Important note: Dollar Index will trade in narrow ranges, so do not expect and 

drastic move on either side, which clearly indicates that Euro may also trade in 

the 100 pits range. Selling Pound, buying Rupee, and holding longs in Brazilian 

Real will be the best strategy this week. There will be huge volatility in South 

African Rand; wait for a few weeks to take a long. We are sure many of you 

must have booked profits during last week. 

The best action in the currencies market will start from the 26th of January, so 

until then, remain a short-term trader. 
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Monday astro combination recommendation – Sell most of frontline 

currencies on Monday. Buy more Rupee on Monday and hold long Real. Stay 

sideline in Rand and Peso.  

Monday’s trading range: (March 2020 future Contract) 

DOLLAR INDEX – 96.79 to 96.33 

AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR – 0.7000 to 0.6932 (Spot 0.6973 to 0.6909) 

CANADIAN DOLLAR – 0.7712 to 0.7670 (Spot 0.7707 to 0.7660) 

BRITISH POUND – 1.3169 to 1.3051 (Spot – 1.3143 to 1.3020) 

EURO – 1.1247 to 1.1166 (Spot – 1.1193 to 1.1109) 

JAPANESE YEN – 0.9337 to 0.9255 (Spot 0.9291 to 0.9217) 

SWISS FRANC – 1.0388 to 1.0307 (Spot 1.0321 to 1.0235) 

USD/Japanese Yen - (Spot – 108.37 to 107.75) 

USD/Franc - (Spot) – 0.9751 to 0.9691 

New Zealand Dollar (Spot) – 0.6701 to 0.6633 

USD/RUPEE – 71.98 to 71.51 (Spot)  

USD/RAND – 14.45 to 14.18 (Spot) 

USD/REAL – 4.07 to 4.025 (Spot) 

USD/PESO – 18.98 to 18.84 (Spot) 

 

ENERGY 

Last week, oil prices moved aggressively 

higher due to the news of the Middle 

Eastern crisis. Oil has been holding above 60 

for some time, and there are chances that it 

may stay above this level for much time to 

come. However, this week is going to be a 
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challenging one for oil; therefore, I am recommending to take selling or short 

positions in oil. Keep in mind, however, that through the next three months, oil 

may hold value.  

This Monday, we recommend selling oil on the higher side level. We are also 

recommending to sell energy stocks. Monday will be the best day to buy natural 

gas, so acquire a few long positions since it has been falling hard. Although, I do 

not see any drastic upward move until the 14th of January, so keep this in mind. 

On Tuesday, trading in and out will be the best strategy. On Wednesday, we 

recommend selling oil, heating oil, and RB gas as prices will fall. 

On Thursday, we see another weak trend in the energy market, but on Friday, 

we recommend covering all shorts in energy and taking some long positions in 

oil, natural gas, energy stocks, or energy ETFs. One can also take longs in 

heating oil and RB gas as the next week could be a positive one.  

I do not see oil moving above 65.75, and it will hold value at 60.71 on the lower 

side.  

Monday astro combination recommendations for oil – Higher side selling is 

recommended in and in oil, heating oil and RB Gas. Buy natural gas.  

Monday’s trading range (February 2020 contracts): 

OIL: $64.38 to $61.52  

NATURAL GAS: $2.16 to $2.08 

RB GAS: $1.7611 TO $1.7105 

HEATING OIL: $2.0805 TO 2.0407 

 

THIRTY YEAR BOND 
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Last week Thirty Year Bond traded mix to bit 

positive. Friday fall in market and uncertainty 

around middle-east and USA strike push bond 

prices higher.  

This week On Monday we mix trend to continue 

but on Tuesday to Friday prices will non-stop fall so be aware. Friday one must 

cover shorts because next week some positive trend will come. Once again 159-

00 is great selling level, if you have deep pocket then start selling above 156.00 

and keep adding till 159-00 level.  

Mondays astro combination recommendation – Higher side selling is 

recommended on Monday.  

Monday’s trading range (March 2020 contract): 

TREASURY BOND – 158-21 TO 157-09 

 

SOFT COMMODITIES  

Last week, softs traded mixed to negative. This 

week, I do not recommend any buying in softs; 

either they must fall very sharply, or fall to our 

lower-side astro support levels. Most of you 

are aware that coffee is our favorite trade, but 

this week I do not recommend any buying in coffee nor sugar. Instead, I 

recommend selling coffee, sugar, cotton, and cocoa on the higher side.  

On Monday, softs will trade mixed, and prices will come down from the higher 

level. On Tuesday, a mixed trend will continue. We may see small buying 

coming in coffee and sugar on late Tuesday. On Wednesday, prices of softs may 

open in the green. On Thursday we are recommending closing any longs in softs 
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as both Thursday and Friday will see prices losing value. On Friday, there will be 

a negative trend overall.  

Monday astro combination recommendations – Stay sideline in soft 

commodities on Monday.  

Monday’s trading range: (March 2020 Contract) 

COFFEE: $127.75 TO $125.55 

COTTON: 69.90 TO 68.75  

COCOA: 2550 TO 2481 

SUGAR: $13.43 TO $13.23 

 

GRAINS 

Last week, grains’ prices traded mixed 

without any clear direction. One thing we are 

very sure of is that the lower side is very 

limited in grains at the current level, so if you 

have deep pockets, start acquiring corn, 

wheat, and soybean. Overall, the astrological 

combinations will change from the 12th of January, but this week is also not 

negative.  

On Monday, grains may open mixed, but I recommend acquiring some long 

positions. On Tuesday, some uncertain trend will continue, so avoid any trading 

on this day. On Wednesday, trading in and out will be the best strategy.  

On Thursday, we recommend taking some aggressive long positions in corn, 

wheat, and soy; hold the longs until Friday. On Friday, stay long in the previously 

acquires positions.  
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Monday astro combination recommendations – Time to start acquiring long 

positions.  

Monday’s trading range (March future 2020 contracts): 

CORN: $389.00 TO $384.00  

WHEAT: $559.00 TO $547.00 

SOY: $950.00 TO $932.00 Jan 

SOY MEAL: $304.10 TO $298.00 

SOY OIL: $35.30 TO $34.60 

Thank you and God Bless, 

Mahendra Sharma 

 

6th January, 05:00 AM, Mumbai 

Make wave of nature/astronomical cycle an integral part of your  

trading/Investment strategies! 
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international laws. There will be heavy penalties and legal charges 
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forwarding our work in any form without authorized permission.   

Members or Subscribers of mahendraprophecy.com should do their 

own research and due diligence before investing in any of 

recommendations. Investing in stocks, futures and options is very 

speculative and carries a high amount of risk. Subscriber may lose 

money trading and investing in such investment.   
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Reading daily range:  When we predict a 

weaker trend it means prices can break lower side 

and they can trade below predicted lows. (You can 

cover short but don’t buy extra at lower levels 

until our indicators give buy signal). 

When we predict a positive trend, means daily 

price can break upside and they can trade higher 

than predicted price (you can book profit but don’t 

short that market). 
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